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Listening Post: Bob Mould, Lucky
Peterson, Basak Yavuz, Mitch Haupers

Rock

Bob Mould, “Beauty & Ruin” (Merge). How is it possible that Bob

Mould’s “Beauty & Ruin” sounds like the debut album from a

vibrant new rock songwriter, rather than the umpteenth release

from a legacy artist, who happened to be the driving force behind

alt-punk legends Husker Du? Mould is a an alt-rock icon, but

throughout this outstanding new album, he plays like he has no

reputation to live off of, but is rather attempting to claw a legacy

right out of the cold hard ground. The man is simply on fire here,

crafting garage punk gut-punches (“Little Glass Pill”), power-pop

hook-fests (“Low Season”) or burning bits of post-punk (“Kid

With Crooked Face”) with equal grace. This is pure guitar-driven

stuff, with rapid tempos (Superchunk drummer John Wurster

helps significantly in this department) and minimal vocal

overdubs all serving to underscore the power in Mould’s

songwriting, the sheer invention of his guitar arrangements and

the seemingly undiminished vigor in his vocal delivery. “Beauty &
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Evans Police chief balks at returning SUV
involved in fatal hitIrun case

A friend of mine who knows Ballowe and gone to her

beach bar for a lot of years says she is a heavy drinker

and that she and her husband are cold hearted people.

So I guess not hearing a word from her...
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Ruin” is clearly a later-career masterpiece. 4 stars (Jeff Miers)

Blues

Lucky Peterson, “The Son of a Bluesman” (Jazz Village). Leave it

to the French. Here is a French jazz label – most famous recently

for the discs of Ahmad Jamal – which has found the Buffalo-born

and raised former blues prodigy and drug survivor, now a

retrospective 50, in his current life in Dallas. The result is

absolutely a “comeback” unless you’re one of those who insist

that, for all his drug difficulties, he never really went away.

What’s unquestionable here is that this is raw, personal

autobiographical stuff. It begins with “Blues in My Blood,” ends

with “I’m Still Here” and features the title track written for

Peterson by a friend named Diane Tucker who runs a club called

“Tucker’s Blues” in the immortally named Deep Ellum, Texas.

“Because she knew my story so well, she wrote the song … for

me.” He sings Bobby “Blue” Bland’s “I Pity the Fool” as a tribute

and Johnny Nash’s “I Can See Clearly Now” as an allusion to his

recovery from drug troubles. “I love Bobby Bland. I got a chance

to be around him when I was young and he was very encouraging

to me.” “Nana Jarnell” is a tribute to both his mother and his

wife’s influence. And on his wife’s tune “Joy” his daughter Lucki

Azariah Peterson and son Tamaron Stovall both make cameo

appearances. “We set up in my kitchen. We had microphones on

the ceiling fan and I took an orange crush can and put some rocks

out of the fish tank and that was my drums.” A personal and

autobiographical disc for the omni-bluesman who first started

playing at 5 in Buffalo in his father’s “Governor’s Inn” and was

discovered there by the great Willie Dixon in 1969. “My father

would have loved this record” he says now. No argument from me. 3.5 stars (Jeff Simon)

Jazz

Basak Yavuz featuring David Liebman and Peter Eldridge, “things” (Z Muzik); Kavita Shah,

“Visions” (Inner Circle Music). We can no longer pretend that this is something new in the

world – singers from great Middle Eastern and Asian traditions who relocate to the West and

bring all of their musical background with them to the most multi-cultural jazz possible. Here

are two wonderful ones who have teamed up with major names in American jazz – Turkish

singer/composer Basak Yavuz whose disc “things” makes great use of, among other musicians,

saxophonist Dave Liebman and pianist Wim Leysen, and Indian singer Kavita Shah, whose

new disc “Visions” was produced by Lionel Loueke and includes Steve Wilson, bassist Linda

Oh and a whole bunch of compositions from Indian tradition and Brazil along with Stevie

Wonder, Wayne Shorter and Joni Mitchell. What it means is that we are now accustomed to

hearing singers in foreign tongues with “native” instruments making music that marries

beautifully, indeed hauntingly sometimes, with jazz. It may not be a new thing in the world,

but it never sounds anything less than new on these discs. 3.5 stars (J.S.)

...

Mitch Haupers, Invisible Cities: Original Jazz and Chamber Music (Liquid Music). Who would

have believed that there are now two – count ’em, two – discs named after works by the great

Italian post-modern literary master Italo Calvino, this disc named after one of the most

beautiful of all Calvino’s books and Ricardo Grilli’s “If on a Winter’s Night, a Traveler” named

after one of Calvino’s most challenging books. It isn’t guitarist and composer/arranger Mitch

Hauper’s fault that most of us never heard of him – and therefore never knew he was this fine

a composer and player. He has been, for years, well hidden from most of us except musicians

on the Berklee School of Music faculty. The jazz selections here with groups featuring tenor
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Mark Twain suffered from mental illness and, I'm
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saxophonist Bob Mintzer, pianist Alan Pasqua and drummer Peter Erskine are as fine as the

instrumentation would suggest. It’s the “Four Minor Love Songs Suite” for a 10-piece

ensemble, which is not only quite beautiful but in a way that is decidedly uncommon in our era

from either jazz or classical composers. It was arranged by Ayn Inerto and it uses a classical

ensemble without being in the slightest academic. For this wholly surprising disc, it seems, we

also need to thank 255-plus backers for contributing to a Kickstarter campaign. Look at it this

way – in another, older jazz world, we might not have known this lovely music at all. 3.5 stars

(J.S.)

Classical

Shostakovich, Six Romances on Verses by English Poets, Scottish Ballad and Suite on Poems

By Michelangelo performed by Gerald Finley, bass-baritone and The Helsinki Philharmonic

Orchestra, Thomas Sanderling, conductor, (Ondine). Shostakovich was not afraid of other

cultures. His jazz compositions – well, he called them jazz – attest to that, and so do these

settings of poems by Shakespeare and Michelangelo. In between comes a happy surprise, an

arrangement of the Scottish ballad “Annie Laurie.” “Annie Laurie” is soaring and lovely, like

something out of a movie. The opening set of English poetry is darker, with abstract melodies,

Russian depth and colorful instrumentation. Sometimes it sounds like Mahler, and other

times, with its honking brass and angular lines, it could be only Shostakovich, which is

entertaining when the poem at hand is Robert Burns’ “Coming Through the Rye.” Or when it is

the four-line “the King of France Went Up The Hill,” a blink-and-you-miss-it, cartoonlike

masterpiece. Finley, a native English speaker, brings relish to the language. Sanderling (the

son of Kurt Sanderling, half-brother of Stefan Sanderling, who conducted in Chautauqua for

quite a while) knew Shostakovich personally and was trusted by him, and he handles the

orchestral accompaniments with sensitivity and nuance. The Suite on Poems by Michelangelo

Buonarroti, 45 minutes long and in Italian, grew extremely dark and dense, but there are

rewards to sticking with it. Keep in mind, though, I could listen to Gerald Finley singing a

Cellino and Barnes commercial and sit there enchanted. 3.5 stars (Mary Kunz Goldman)

...

“Play,” performed by Edgar Moreau, cello and Pierre-Yves Hodique, piano (Erato). The

promising 20-year-old cellist Edgar Moreau is the second classical musician I have noticed to

title an album, in tribute to the iPhone age, “Play.” Guitarist and Buffalo-area native Jason

Vieaux did so also, earlier this year. Reviewing that disc, The News’ Jeff Simon wrote that you

had to love the title: “It’s not ‘plays’ but just ‘Play’ without the ‘S’ to convey the element that the

musician hopes is paramount throughout the recording.” Vieaux’s recording “mixed things up”

and Moreau’s disc does, too. He chooses from a wide range of mostly Romantic repertoire,

including Tchaikovsky, Massenet, David Popper, Faure, Glazounov, Saint-Saens (a famous aria

from “Samson and Delilah”) and Poulenc (the beautiful “Les Cehmins de l’amour”). His

approach is creative. In Monti’s “Csardas” he plays one moment in a fat gutsy tone, then drops

back to a whistling pianissimo before slowly regaining speed and volume. Paganini’s

“Variations on one string” shows exactly how much can be done with one string. To other

music that calls for it – Elgar’s beautiful “Salut d’Amour,” for instance, or Schubert’s “Ave

Maria” – Moreau brings a simple, striking singing tone, lovely on his 1711 cello. He has a gem

of an accompanist in Hodique, a pianist who follows all his brainstorms. 3.5 stars (M.K.G.)
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It's Not Just Jazz Anymore!

Bop-N-JazzBop-N-Jazz
Friday, June 13, 2014

Mitch Haupers Invisible Ciies 2014

image.jpeg

Berklee College Music faculty member Mich Haupers has released a recording of linear
development matched with an elegant simplicity of old world charm. Simply stunning!

Brent Black / www.critialjazz.com

To further explain the linear development of Invisible Cities, imagine the linear lines
converging into concentric circles. A harmonic three dimensional sound of colors, shapes,
textures in which the listen can choose their path or none at all. The deceptively subtle sense
of sophistication moves western improvisational music and classical to new depth of character
with global references from Brazil, a distinctive European flair and an understated influence
moving out of the shadows of traditional jazz. 

While age is but a number (like meter) impact of a debut release from Mich Haupers is as
auspicious and note worth as any release since perhaps Scenes In The City, the 1984 debut for
the young Marsalis. Joinging Mitch Haupers we have Peter Erskine on drums, Bob Minter
handling woodwinds, Alan Pasqua plays piano and Derek Oles round out the rhyhm section. A
true collective. Bob Mintzer shines in perhaps his most delicate and understated performance
with "Isa Mujeres." A rather vibrant 6/4 number "Veronica's Lake" accentuates the lyrical
finesse with Mintzer again rising to the occasion. The potent melodicism of Oles kicks off
"Downtime," While this is arguably one of the most formidable 4tets, Mich Haupers conducts a
harmonic exploratory with a distinct lyrical sense of purpose, Bill Evans come to mind. 

Finesse, sophistication and an understated elegance makes Invisible Cities a triumph!
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Posted by brent black at 6:28 PM

Special Guests: Isabelle Oliver: Harp; Brook Derosa: Voice; Mike Miller: Brazilian Guitar; Russell
Ferrante: Piano; Jimmy Haslip: Electric Bass.

 
Tracks: Veronica's Lake; Downtime; Isla Mujeres; Invisible Cities; Leoa.

Four Minor Love Songs Suite:
1. Take Comfort

2. The Farmer and The Monarch
3. Love, So Silent
4.Beacon Street

 
Waltz For Bill; P.S. Vita (Reprise)

 
www.mitchhaupers.

 
Special Thanks To Michael Bloom of Michael Bloom Media
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Review Overview

Summary : Haupers' debut effort is
a winning album of mellow jazz.

User Rating: Be the first one !
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Chamber Music’

Music Review: Mitch Haupers – ‘Invisible Cities: Original Jazz &
Chamber Music’
Posted by: Jack Goodstein  June 23, 2014  in Album Reviews, Jazz, Music, Music Genres, Reviews music

Please Share...

Mitch Haupers—guitarist, composer, and
faculty member of the prestigious Berklee
College of Music—makes an impressive
recording debut with Invisible Cities, a

collection of original compositions highlighting his mellow, lyrical, and creative aesthetic. As he explains in
Bill Milkowski’s liner notes: “When it comes down to speaking my own mind creatively, I tend to go with the
more relaxed, calm, reflective approach.” “In the world of guitar,” Haupers prefaces this description, “as in
all things, there’s the yin and the yang. I think my . . . whole approach to playing is more yin.” A more
accurate characterization of Hauper’s music is unlikely.

Except, perhaps to say that this reflective approach has produced one gorgeous set of music.

He is joined on the album by a base ensemble
featuring Alan Pasqua on piano, Darek Oles on bass,
Peter Erskine on drums, and Bob Mintzer on winds.
These are musicians who play together as P.O.E.M., as
well as a gaggle of guest performers on individual
tracks.

Haupers opens with the cleverly titled “Veronica’s
Lake.” While younger listeners may not recognize the
name, for the grizzled among us, the blonde actress
with her signature hairdo is a sadly happy memory.
That it also has a personal happy association for the
composer adds a secondary subjective level reflected
in the tune’s gently swinging vibe. As clever titles go,
“Waltz for Bill,” which immediately gets jazz fans thinking Bill Evans and “Waltz for Debby,” is another
swinging winner for the quintet.

The central work on the album is the four-part chamber piece, “Four Minor Love Songs Suite.” “Take
Comfort (In Rose’s Garden),” the first movement, memorializes Haupers’ grandmother, and opens with
the composer on the solo piano before he is joined by members of the Boston Pops orchestra and
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Berklee faculty. The second movement is called “The Farmer and the Monarch.” Haupers, back on guitar,
explains that the piece was inspired by Britain’s “mad” King George III, he of the American Revolution,
who had a passionate interest in agriculture. Its idyllic themes are more likely to suggest the bucolic
element than the revolutionary. Movement three, the lovely “(In Came) Love, So Silent,” features a vocal
passage from soprano Brooke de Rosa. The Suite concludes with a powerful “Beacon Street” filled with
horns and a sound with big band overtones.

Of the other tracks on the disc, “Isla Mujeres” is an ethereal ballad with Mintzer on the tenor sax, and
“Leoa” an exercise in drama. The album’s title song plays with Brazilian rhythms with Mintzer overdubbing
a variety of woodwinds. The set closes with “P.S. Vita (Reprise),” a short, lyrical guitar duet with Haupers on
electric guitar and Mike Miller playing the Brazilian guitar. It makes for a fitting coda for an excellent album.
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'Invisible Cities' by guitarist Mitch Haupers is well worth the wait 
By: Paula Edelstein AXS Contributor Jun 29, 2014 
 

 
 
Invisible Cities (Liquid Harmony Music, 2014) features guitarist/composer Mitch Haupers’ superb, relaxed 
moods on 11 thoughtful compositions that reveal themselves gradually and gracefully. Produced by Jimmy Haslip and 
accompanied by pianist Alan Pasqua, bassist Darek “Oles” Oleszkiewicz, drummer Peter Erskine, and saxophonist Bob 
Mintzer, Haupers wrote all of the songs which were initially conceived as a duet project. 

As the project evolved his four-movement chamber work for tentet titled “Four Minor Love Songs Suite” 
became its centerpiece. Part One: “Take Comfort (In Rose’s Garden)” features Haupers playing solo piano 
accompanied by a dynamic ensemble of strings, woodwinds and brass. Part Two: “The Farmer and The Monarch” 
features him on electric guitar with the same ensemble. A diverse chamber sextet plays Part Three: “(In Came) Love, 
So Silent” which also showcases Isabelle Olivier on harp and soprano vocalist Brooke deRosa. Its fourth movement: 
“Beacon Street” opens up avenues for several guest artists including Jay Mason and Brandon Fields on saxophones, 
trumpeters Dan Fornero and John Daversa, trombonist Bob McChesney, Russell Ferrante on piano, Jimmy Haslip on 
electric bass and drummer Peter Erskine to display their virtuosity. Ferrante and Erskine both play great solos on this 
exceptional movement. The entire suite was orchestrated and arranged by Ayn Inserto. 

“Veronica’s Lake,” is a composition with two disparate themes that Haupers seamlessly blends in a buoyant 
6/4 time signature. Peter Erskine’s drumming swings gently under the harmony of Haupers’ guitar and Bob Mintzer’s 
tenor saxophone. On “Downtime,” Haupers’ guitar chords take on a warmer tone. Here, pianist Alan Pasqua’s solo is 
an indication of his depth as an accompanist who can skillfully improvise ideas that later set the tone for Bob 
Mintzer’s soprano saxophone solo. 

“Isla Mujeres’ is a ballad arranged by Jimmy Haslip and Mitch Haupers which spotlights Bob Mintzer's 
chops on tenor saxophone in a style similar to the great Ben Webster. His burnished tones and adept top-to-bottom 
command of his instrument make this song worth listening to several times. 

The title track, “Invisible Cities” is also impeccably arranged by Ayn Inserto and is an additional vehicle for 
Bob Mintzer’s amazing multi-instrumental talents. This song gives Mintzer room to stretch on an array of instruments 
including flute, alto flute, B-flat clarinet, and bass clarinet. 

The program ends with a song for Mitch Haupers’ father titled “Waltz for Bill.” Its beautiful time signature 
makes this a delightful conclusion to an impeccably crafted program of original songs. Overall, Mitch Haupers’ debut 
of original jazz and chamber music succeeds as an innovative work with diverse arrangements and skillfully written 
songs that you are sure to enjoy. 
 

 
 
By: Paula Edelstein AXS Contributor 
TAGS: Los Angeles jazz chamber music Mitch Haupers 'Invisible Cities'	
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FAME Review: Mitch Haupers - Invisible Cities

Invisible Cities
Mitch Haupers

Available from Amazon.com.

A review written for the Folk & Acoustic Music Exchange
by Mark S. Tucker

(progdawg@hotmail.com)

The abstract Roualtian cover art, gratis Danae Syrrou, to Mitch Haupers' Invisible Cities gives a good visual indication of what's to
come sonically. The sub-title to the CD is 'Original Jazz & Chamber Music', and that's indeed what's taking place here. This is the
guitarist / composer / teacher's debut—at 55 years of age!—but the extreme maturity of the entire collection, including the multi-
movement centerpiece, the Four Minor Love Songs Suite, tells you why that's so. You can't write this level of material at 25 or 30, not
unless you're a Mozart type (and there's never been a whole lot of those running around, as you may have already noticed). Every
cut  is  completely  engrossing,  plotted  as  chapters  within  a  classic  piece  of  literature,  a  conversational  interplay  with  the
reader/listener rather than a parade of chops and explosive whatnots.

And, man, is a goodly portion of Cities ever blue! It's always late afternoon or a rain-slick neon night in these lightly populated or
distantly seen cities and parklands, back rooms and antechambers, the emphasis on atmospherics. The title cut, though, brings in a
much more upbeat milieu than is the case with other cuts, but the view is from above, tail lights flashing across a bay bridge as the
sun dips to the horizon, signaling a change from one shift of Nature to another. The CD bases in a quintet (Haupers, Peter Erskine,
Bob Mintzer, Alan Pasqua, and Darek Oles) but also features variously configured arrays of winds and horns as well  as other
sessioneers, all arranged and conducted by Ayn Inserto. And when Mintzer finally brings the bass clarinet to the fore…man o man,
sweet and rich as mead wine!

Jimmy Haslip produced and played on this classy outing, but don't mistake any part of Cities for his pyrotechnics in past or recent
fusion releases such as that trio membership with Tohpati Hutomo and Chad Wackerman on the fiery Tribal Dance (here). That'd be
a mistake, as Haupers tends very dominantly, in his own words, 'to go with the more relaxed, calm, reflective approach', the first
movement of Four Minor Love Songs illustrating this vividly, sounding as though a Clare Fischer piece (here) in an olde English
drawing room. The same, though, is true of his guitar figurations throughout the album: never intrusive, always colorative, at times
almost shy, but finally stepping into a gentle spotlight in The Farmer and the Monarch.

Brandon Fields, Bob McChesney, Russ Ferrante, and Eugene Friesen also turn up in various niches but, save for all the great solos
and Peter Erskine's usual ridiculously good, not to mention highly judicious, work, nothing here was composed for virtuosos per se,
so the song duties and improv sections are tightly compartmentalized, which only makes the showcase all the more appetizing and
sophisticated. It's exceedingly difficult to blend the two worlds together that way, but Haupers succeeds splendidly, leaving nothing
out. I warn again, though: come to this disc with your thinking cap on 'cause there are dimensions within dimensions here, and to
miss any part of it would be a damn shame.

Track List:

Veronica's Lake
Downtime
Isla Mujeres
Invisible Cities
Leoa

Four Minor Love Songs Suite:
Pt.1: Take Control (In Rose's Garden)
Pt.2: The Farmer and the Monarch
Pt.3: (In Came) Love, so Silent
Pt.4: Beacon Street

Waltz for Bill
P.S. Vita (reprise)

All music written by Mitch Haupers.

Edited by: David N. Pyles
(dnpyles@acousticmusic.com)

Copyright 2014, Peterborough Folk Music Society.
This review may be reprinted with prior permission and attribution.

 

FAME Review: Mitch Haupers - Invisible Cities http://www.acousticmusic.com/fame/p09759.htm

1 of 2 7/9/14 6:40 AM
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The  slow  days  of  summer  continue  to  see  a  dearth  of  new  Jazz  releases,  but  modern  jazz  continues

to  respond  with  a  “so  what,”  with  the  proof  being  a  very  strong  list  of  recommendations  below…  a

few  of  which  will  deserve  some  attention  in  December  as  people  reflect  on  the  best  of  the  year.

Signifying  nothing,  I’m  sure,  but  this  week’s  list  has  the  odd  coincidence  of  being  dominated  by

Contributor
on  07.09.14  in  News

@BirdIsTheWorm

New  Jazz  This  Week:  Noel  Langley,  Jon  Armstrong  Jazz  Orchestra,
Damian  Allegrett

TweetTweet 13 023ShareShare

New Jazz This Week: Noel Langley, Jon Armstrong Jazz Orchestra... http://www.wonderingsound.com/news/new-jazz-week-noel-langle...

1 of 9 7/9/14 11:58 PM



Genres   Jazz         Tags   Dave  Sumner's  Jazz  Picks       

George  Garzone,  Quintonic:  Strong  session  featuring  the  double  tenor  sax  attack  of  George

Garzone  and  Jerry  Bergonzi,  pianist  Carl  Winther,  bassist  Johnny  Aman,  and  drummer  Anders

Mogensen.  Nice  set  of  modern  straight-ahead  post-bop,  with  some  moody  introspective  pieces  and

some  avant-garde  fury  mixed  in  for  good  measure.  The  real  treat  here  is  hearing  sax  veterans

Garzone  and  Bergonzi  working  sometimes  in  tandem,  sometimes  at  cross-purposes,  but  every  time

with  a  synchronicity  that  is  positively  arresting.  Easy  to  like.

Mitch  Haupers,  Invisible  Cities:  Original  Jazz  Chamber  Music:  Debut  album  from  longtime

Berklee  School  of  Music  faculty  member  Haupers,  who  switches  in  and  out  of  modern  jazz  and

chamber  music  with  an  intriguing  change  of  pace  and  precision.  At  its  core,  it’s  a  quintet  of  guitarist

Haupers,  woodwind  player  Bob  Mintzer,  pianist  Alan  Pasqua,  bassist  Darek  Oleszkiewicz,  and

drummer  Peter  Erskine,  which  is  augmented  by  a  variety  of  guests  to  provide  some  added  depth

and  the  chamber  music  element.  Gem  of  the  album  is  the  four-part  “Four  Minor  Love  Songs  Suite,”

which  slowly  unwinds  like  the  pastoral  countryside  from  a  train  window.

Motek,  Apres  Avant:  Catch  mix  of  modern  groove-based  jazz  and  ambient  DJ  drum-and-bass

influences.  A  sextet  that  consists  of  multi-keyboards,  turntables,  and  a  trumpet/bass/drums  trio,

simple  well-crafted  catchy  melodies  ride  rich  veins  of  infectious  grooves  and  effects.  Definitely  not

one  for  the  jazz  purists.  Forward  thinking,  modern,  and  terribly  enjoyable.  This  is  the  kind  of  album

where,  personally,  I’d  say  it’s  not  my  thing…  and  yet  I  find  myself  continually  returning  to  it.  Good

stuff,  no  matter  what  you  call  it.

The  Breeders  Ready  New  Material  For  September…

Reviews Features Lists News Live in Pictures  

New Jazz This Week: Noel Langley, Jon Armstrong Jazz Orchestra... http://www.wonderingsound.com/news/new-jazz-week-noel-langle...
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CD Review: Jazz Guitarists Steve Khan, Mitch Haupers and Gary
Schwartz Release New Music

Jazz guitarist Steve Khan released his latest batch of compositions entitled "Subtext" on June 24.
Named as one of the 22 greatest jazz guitarists of all-time by Japan's "Jazz Life" magazine, Khan
has always assemble the best studio musicians to create his unique sound that is very appealing to
jazz fans. The new nine-song release pays tribute to some of his favorite jazz musicians as he covers
songs by Ornette Coleman, Wayne Shorter and Thelonious Monk. The album carries a Latin-flair
as Khan takes on Coleman's "Bird Food," which allows guest artist Randy Brecker to lead the way
with his horn solo. Khan steps to the plate with the original "Blue Subtext" as his fingers stretch out
along the guitar's fret board on this up-tempo jazz number. The rhythm section of Dennis
Chambers (drums), Marc Quinoes (bongo, percussion) and Bobby Allende give the Freddie
Hubbard song "Baraka Sasa" its Latin flavor. Khan's guitar soars amongst the clouds in the
mellowness of "Never Let Me Go," then they all come together to support the Spanish vocals of
Mariana Gold on "Cada Gota De Mar." The album closes with wonderful jazz fusion, Santana-like
feel of "Bait And Switch." To find out more about Steve Khan and his new album "Subtext," please
visit stevekhan.com.

http://jpsmusicblog.blogspot.com/?m=1
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-NAPeJC1bVuo/U8H71h_BVNI/AAAAAAAAIRg/6S0MM39cgyQ/s1600/026245407527.jpg
http://www.stevekhan.com/
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Esteemed Berklee College of Music faculty member Mitch Haupers makes his studio debut album,
"Invisible Cities" a special one. Haupers invited top jazz musicians Alan Pasqua, Derek Oles, Peter
Erskne and Bob Mintzer along for the ride. The album was produced by Yellowjackets co-founder
Jimmy Haslip and was released on July 8th through Liquid Harmony Music. All of the music on
this eleven-song set is original and features outstanding performances from this collaborative band
of musicians. The gentle solos of "Downtime" gives the song its magical appeal, while the up-tempo
rhythm of "Invisible Cities" showcases some of Haupers' best guitar work on the album. The
highlight of this release is the "Four Minor Love Songs Suite," which takes you on a warm heartfelt
journey, beginning with the gentle sway of the orchestrated "Take Comfort (In Rose's Garden)."
Part four of the suite, "Beacon Street," allows members of Haupers' band to display their talents in
this wonderful jazz piece. The album finishes with the quick, two-minute "P.S. Vita (Reprise),"
which features guest Mike Miller on Brazilian guitar. To find out more about the recording debut of
Mitch Haupers, please visit mitchhaupers.com.

Canadian jazz guitarist Gary Schwartz recently released his latest album entitled "Lettingo Live:
The Music And Influence Of Ornette Coleman." It was recorded on January 18, 2011 in Montreal,
Quebec at the La Sasa Rosa and features Schwartz' band of a dozen musicians including himself.
The seven-song release begins with the fifteen-plus minute jam on the Ornette Coleman song
"Lonely Woman" as almost every member finds a spot to take their lead solo. Schwartz follows that
song with the slightly chaotic feel of one of his original compositions "Whatd'yasay?," before
slowing the tempo for the gentle flow of "Broken Shadows" as Schwartz' guitar keeps the song's
rhythm. The song "Law Years" has a classic jazz appeal, while "Hivemind" showcases keyboardist
David Ryshpan on the jazz/rock infused original. The album closes with the nicely textured, warm
sound of the band coming together for the finale "Between The Lines." The album "Lettingo Live:

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-6NGMTuX7jMU/U8H7RQ8AhPI/AAAAAAAAIRY/CGnRWoe7r-g/s1600/81DxZ1Ms3yL__SL1425_.jpg
http://www.mitchhaupers.com/
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-DhMFOV1YsOg/U8H7_g-XI-I/AAAAAAAAIRo/MlW4B3fXrbU/s1600/garyschwartz1.jpg
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Mitch Haupers – Invisible Cities
July 18, 2014

(Liquid Harmony Music)

Invisible Cities the debut release from guitarist Mitch
Haupers is an outstanding effort. Produced by Jimmy
Haslip, the recording is a collection of works that blend the
jazz and chamber music genres into a beautiful listening
experience. Hauper wrote all of the compositions, which

have a very contemplative and often balladic feel. Hauper’s outstanding writing
and playing is augmented by the talents of a fantastic quartet of musicians,
including Bob Mintzer on saxophones, Alan Pasqua on piano, Darek Oles on
bass and Peter Erskine on drums. The result is as excellent as you would expect
with this lineup and definitely a noteworthy presentation for Hauper.

Click to listen to a clip of “Veronica’s Lake”:

Tracks:Veronica’s Lake, Downtime, Isla Mujeres, Invisible Cities, Leoa, Four Minor Love Songs Suite-Part

One: Tale Comfort (In The Rose Garden); Part II: The Farmer andThe Monarch; Part III: (in Came) Love, So

Silent; Part IV: Beacon Street, Waltz for Bill, P.S. Vita (Reprise) .

Website: MitchHaupers.com

Sorry, comments are closed for this post.

Copyright © 2013 TheJazzPage.com. All Rights Reserved. Photo Background: Chris Schmidt
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CD REVIEW 
 
ARTIST: MITCH HAUPERS 
TITLE: INVISIBLE CITIES 
LABEL: LIQUID HARMONY MUSIC LHM 072014-1 CD 
 
TUNES: VERONICA’S LAKE / DOWNTIME / ISLA MUJERES / INVISIBLE CITIES / LEOA / FOUR MINOR LOVE SONGS 
SUITE PART 1: TAKE COMFORT (IN ROSE’S GARDEN) / PART II: THE FARMER AND THE MONARCH / PART III: (IN 
CAME) LOVE, SO SILENT / PART IV: BEACON STREET / WALTZ FOR BILL / P.S. VITA (REPRISE). 58:11. 
PERSONNEL: Haupers, g, p; Bob Mintzer, rds; Alan Pasqua, p; Darek Oles, b; Peter Erskine, d. Featured guests: 
Isabelle Olivier, harp (8); Brooke deRosa, vcl (8); Barbara  LaFitte, Eng hn (6, 7, 8); Eugene Friesen, cel (6, 7, 8); 
Mike Miller, brasilian g (4, 11); Russell Ferrante, p (9); Jimmy Haslip, el b (9). Additional musicians during suite: 
Ann Bobo, flt (6, 7, 8); Sarah Brady, a flt (6, 7); Jan Halloran, cl (6, 7); Margaret Phillips, bsn (6, 7); Rika Ikeda, 
vln (6, 7); Drew Ricciardi, vla (6, 7, 8); Tony D’Amico, b (6, 7, 8); Winnie Dahlgren, bells (8); Brandon Fields, as 
(9); Jay Mason, bari s (9); Dan Fornero, tpt (9); John Daversa, tpt (8); Bob McChesney, tbn (9). Between June 
and October 2012, Granada Hills, CA and Boston, MA. 
 
Guitarist/composer Mitch Haupers’s recording is a collaborative effort involving twenty-five musicians and 
numerous other contributors, centering on the guitarist’s compositions. For the portion recorded in California 
(six of the eleven selections, cuts 1-5 and 10), Haupers performed with Bob Mintzer on reeds, Alan Pasqua on 
piano, Darek Oles on bass, and Peter Erskine on drums, a top-flight ensemble that brilliantly renders the music 
of Haupers.  As an example and on a selection with no specific improvised solo, Minzer joins with Haupers in 
stating the haunting melody “Isla Mujeres” with many subtleties and nuances. In addition, each quintet 
member is featured on other selections (Minzer, Pasqua, and Haupers being the principal soloists), each 
performing in a way which both enhances and stays within the musical context.  
 The portion recorded in Boston utilized twenty more musicians in total for his lovely collection “Four Minor 
Love Songs Suite” (cuts 6-9, with group sizes ranging from eight to ten musicians for these selections). Ayn 
Inserto, who orchestrated and directed this suite, did a masterful job of crafting harmonies and lush musical 
textures for the winds and strings in the classically-oriented Parts I, II, and III of the suite, adding brass and 
saxes for the more upbeat and jazzy Part IV “Beacon Street,” with excellent performances in each section from 
this Boston contingent. Inserto also arranged the evocative Haupers title cut “Invisible Cities,” using Mintzer 
on four woodwind instruments and Mike Miller on brazilian guitar, Miller’s role being quite well cast. A short 
reprise of the program from the guitar duo of Haupers and Miller closes the CD, truly an outstanding one from 
start to finish.    

Don Lerman 
CD review from Volume 41, No. 1: January issue 

For more information, go to www.cadencemagazine.com 
Copyright 2015 Cadence Media, LCC, All rights reserved 

 

 

http://www.cadencejazzworld.com/order-the-annual-edition.html
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Maverick 
Visionary
When 1960s avant-garde jazz is 
discussed, tenor saxophonist and 
bandleader Charles Lloyd is sel-
dom mentioned. He never caught 
the ear of the critics who lauded 
Coltrane, Coleman, Taylor, Ayler, 
Dolphy, Shepp, Cherry, et al., de-
spite working in many of the same 
places and collaborating with some 
of them. Two important new issues 
shed much-needed light on Lloyd’s 
contributions to that turbulent 
decade and his continuing trajec-
tory as an artist. Charles Lloyd: 
Arrows Into Infinity (ECM 5052 
3780649; 113:00 ★★★★★) is 
a warm, engaging documentary 
DVD about a maverick who al-
ways played it the way he heard 
it, regardless of the prevailing con-
sensus. The two-CD set Manhat-
tan Stories (Resonance 2016; 
42:35/42:13 ★★★★★) docu-
ments a short-lived yet vital Lloyd band of 1965 
with guitarist Gabor Szabo, bassist Ron Carter and 
drummer Pete LaRoca. Both are reminders that de-
spite commercial successes and periodic retreats 
from public life, Lloyd has always been a seeker 
and an original voice on the tenor and flute.

Los Angeles reed sage Buddy Collette re-
ferred Lloyd to Chico Hamilton after Eric Dolphy 
vacated the saxophone chair of the drummer’s 
band. Lloyd quickly became its music director and 
stocked the Hamilton Quintet with his favored 
players: Hungarian refugee Szabo, and bass wun-
derkind Albert Stinson. That under-sung group 
made some fine inside/outside albums before 
Lloyd left for a cup of coffee with Cannonball Ad-
derley and later assembled his own outfits.

His first quartet retained Szabo and Stinson, 
and added LaRoca. Stinson’s muscular and pliant 
bass locked in beautifully with LaRoca’s back-
beat pulse. Szabo was free to harmonize with 
the tenor and spin his single-note lines across 
the beat (Lloyd introduced him to the music of 
Ravi Shankar), and the saxophonist was free to 
go anywhere he wanted: play the changes, spin 
new melodies, engage the rhythm or play free. 
Stinson’s erratic personal life took him out of the 
band, and somehow Ron Carter found time away 
from Miles Davis to step in. Manhattan Stories 
catches that edition of the Lloyd Quartet at New 
York’s Judson Hall (disc one) and the gritty Lower 
East Side bar Slugs’ (disc two).

A converted tenor player (he switched from 
alto at Hamilton’s request), Lloyd has always had 
a dimensional sound: large and roomy in the 
lower register, and light and airy on the top. His 
lyrical invention and across-the-bar flights made 
him one of the few Lester Young emissaries to the 
‘60s generation—which didn’t endear him to crit-

ics used to the torrential New York players.
The band could swing subtly or hard—Carter 

and LaRoca made a formidable pair on tunes like 
“Lady Gabor” and “Slugs’ Blues.” They could play 
pretty and introspective, as on “How Can I Tell 
You.” “Dream Weaver” makes its earliest appear-
ance here with Lloyd the rhythmic master on dis-
play. The sound is cleaner on the Judson material, 
and appropriately rougher on the Slug’s, but it’s 
all quite rewarding.

Water is a recurring motif in the narrative of 
Arrows to Infinity. The archival footage from the 
early ‘60s to the present indicates that a compo-
nent of Lloyd’s sound has always been a liquid 
phrasing and fluid lyricism. Dorothy Darr (Mrs. 
Lloyd) directed this film with an insider’s eye and 
ear to a gentle but deep soul.

Geri Allen, Jason Moran, Stanley Crouch, Phil 
Schapp, Jack DeJohnette, John Densmore and 
Jim Keltner are among the many contributors.  
Lloyd speaks not a word about his groundbreak-
ing quartet of the late ‘60s with Keith Jarrett, Ce-
cil McBee and DeJohnette, leaving it to film clips 
and DeJohnette. That group won favor with the 
rock audiences and gave FM radio a jazz compo-
nent. Cuscuna notes that Lloyd didn’t pander to 
the crowd in the least. Among its fans was Man-
fred Eicher, who has recorded Lloyd with great 
sensitivity, and later on, pianist Jason Moran.

When Lloyd pulled back to soul-search in Big 
Sur, pianist Michel Petrucciani brought him out of 
hiding for beautiful instrumental summits. Later 
on, drummer Billy Higgins engaged the reclusive 
Lloyd for another round of great collaborations 
(they’d played in the late ‘50s). Tabla master Zakir 
Hussein, Allen, Moran and others let us know that 
Lloyd isn’t finished with his explorations.  DB

Ordering info: ecmrecords.com; resonancerecords.org

Historical / BY KIRK SILSBEE

Charles Lloyd

Mitch Haupers
Invisible Cities
LIQUID HARMONY MUSIC

★★★

It is a truism that musicians will strut as much 
stuff as they can on their debut recordings. So, it 
should come as no surprise that longtime Berklee 
School of Music professor Mitch Haupers has a 
whole lot to say on Invisible Cities, his first solo 
recording at age 55. Rounding up a first-rate crew 
of collaborators, including Yellowjackets mem-
bers Jimmy Haslip, Russell Ferrante and Bob 
Mintzer, as well as pianist Alan Pasqua and drum-
mer Peter Erskine, Haupers sets out to showcase 
the breadth of his compositional approach. It is 
wide and varied, which makes for a somewhat 
uneven listening experience, albeit one with no 
shortage of high points.

One obvious standout is the level of musician-
ship; the core quintet of Haupers, Mintzer, Pasqua, 
Erskine and bassist Darek “Oles” Oleszkiewicz 
sounds exceptionally tight. Haupers’ tart tone 
on electric guitar is an ideal match for Mintzer’s 
reeds, and Erskine is his nuanced, urbane self, no 
matter what he is called on to do. 

Where things really get shaken up is on 
Haupers’ four-part centerpiece suite, which brings 
in elements of chamber music, opera and big band 
swing. Employing musicians from Berklee’s facul-
ty and the Boston Pops Orchestra, Haupers con-
trasts solo instruments against variations of horns 
and strings. The most ear-catching is “(In Came) 
Love, So Silent,” primarily for the addition of the 
full-throated wordless vocals of opera soprano 
Brooke deRosa. 

There is something for almost everyone; sur-
prising turns, but nothing sonically that jars the 
senses. If Haupers records a follow-up, it will be 
intriguing to see where he heads.  —James Hale

Invisible Cities: Veronica’s Lake; Downtime; Isla Mujeres; Invisible 
Cities; Leoa; Four Minor Love Songs Suite: Take Comfort (In Rose’s 
Garden, The Farmer And The Monarch, [In Came] Love, So Silent, 
Beacon Street); Waltz For Bill; P.S. Vita (Reprise). (55:12)
Personnel: Mitch Haupers, guitar, piano (6); Mike Miller, Brazilian 
guitar (4, 8); Bob Mintzer, woodwinds; Ann Bobo, flute (6); Sarah 
Brady, alto flute (6); Jan Halloran, clarinet (6); Barbara LaFitte, En-
glish horn (6); Brandon Fields, alto saxophone (6); Margaret Phillips, 
bassoon (6); Jay Mason, baritone saxophone (6); Dan Fornero, 
John Daversa, trumpets (6); Bobby McChesney, trombone (6); Alan 
Pasqua, piano; Russell Ferrante, piano (6); Rika Ikeda, violin (6); 
Drew Ricciardi, viola (6); Eugene Friesen, cello (6); Isabelle Olivier, 
harp (6); Darek Oleszkiewicz, bass; Tony D’Amico, bass (6); Jimmy 
Haslip, electric bass (6); Peter Erskine, drums; Brooke deRosa, vocals 
(6); Winnie Dahlgren, bells (6).
Ordering info: mitchhaupers.com
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